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 Commercial Endeavors 2006 - 2008



"Without a system of formal constraints, there 
are no creative acts."              - Noam Chomsky

"Lateral thinker. Problem solver.  Mr. Left (with 
a slant towards the right).   Creative.  Duality 
and conflict in unison.  Unique.  Painting, 
sculpture, music, imagery, sound.  His style is 
not seen or heard in any one single piece, 
project, or medium, but his signature is evident 
across all his works combined...    There are 
stories being told through mute gestures which 
require the viewer to ask: "What's going on in 
there?!" 

       - Mark Smith
        Global Creative Director 

        Jordan Brand
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!rtist  +  !ngineer   =  !!!!!⏄ⓡ

We've brought to the millennium a hyper-connected world of multi-sensory communication, 
diminishing attention-spans, global profiteering, crowd-sourcing, amorphous boundaries between 
real and virtual, climate crisis, exponentially progressing technologies, and a near paralyzing 
accumulation of both indispensable and insignificant information.  Now, the essential task of 
today's thought-leader is to peer into the swirling cloud of 1's and 0's and point the way through 
this growing storm of digital flotsam and jetsam toward a new enlightenment. 

Since 2004, my company, VirtualMo, has been commissioned by dozens of returning clients in 
search of an original approach to their communication needs. Calling on a range of skills and 
interests from traditional art-making practices to the most advanced digital technologies, my work 
is founded on a long and invested relationship with the promise and impossibility of technology.

This rare fusion of contradictory talents and methods makes me uniquely suited to dissect, 
analyze, and create a paradigm-shattering approach to the ever-increasing complexity of today's 
communication channels and modes.  Through the collected works of this book, I intend to 
demonstrate one professional designer's inventive approach to addressing the mounting 
challenges to clear, concise, and smart commercial communication.  I look forward to opening a 
dialog with you about these, and other topics, soon.

Yours, Mø                                                          090228
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CONSTRAINT: "Do you think he can make a labyrinth with light?" - Michael Jordan6









CONSTRAINT:  "Do your labyrinth trip on this mannequin. Work-in some words 
associated with sports and equipment.  Spend, like, a day on it."- Mark Smith
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CONSTRAINT:  "Labyrinth-up three Dunks, one each with the words, 'RUN,' 'TRAIN,' and 'FIND,' worked in.  Oh, and, a set of three lamps with 'ID' 
embedded.  Cool?" - Mark Smith
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CLOCKWISE from TOP LEFT: Mother-In-Law-Suite;  "Super Guest" Suite; Master Suite; Driver's / Guest Suite 20



CLOCKWISE: 7th Floor Foyer; 8th Floor Entertaining Area; Super Guest Suite Wetroom; 7th Floor Lounge 21





  CONSTRAINT:  "Design a 'Livable ArtSpace' where every view has a 'WOW! Effect'." - Jason Chen, CEO Tianjin-Warner Global Development Co. 23



"WonderWall," stained-glass waterfall featuring falling fog effect • 8th Floor Cloud Ceiling • Spinal Staircase • Rain Bar24



"Wall of Desiderata" lighted poem wall • featured wall detail • 8th Floor  "Starry Night" ceiling  25





"Spinal Staircase," inspired by the remains of an unearthed Hydrosaurus. 27
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CONSTRAINT: Weave an entire upper from a single piece of material while retaining the blocking of the Air Force 1. 
 INSPIRATION:  'Safety Dance' - road cone orange and reflector.  PHOTOS: Ryan Unruh 
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CONSTRAINT: Canada's First Nations iconography, warrior mask, and Aurora Borealis. 39
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CONSTRAINT:  126 line–item designs...42



... in 21 days.  43
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CONSTRAINT: Given these Air Jordan basketball shoes as reference, brand these BMWs to match. 47
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CONSTRAINT: Design a graphic-heavy book that communicates a new paradigm of brand–to–consumer relationship. 49



"The Founders' Primal Rant."
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CONSTRAINT:  Create a sub-brand for a projector marketed specifically to teen gamers.  INSPIRATION:  Demonic Dazzle...56





... with a twist of taboo.58





CONSTRAINT:  Only one's own personal creative limitations.60





In late 2005, the department chair, Dr. Karan Singh, came across the largest of my labyrinth drawings, installed for the 
X-Games on the side of a 70 x 70 foot wall in downtown Los Angeles.  Singh had been independently developing 
software to create single-line labyrinth portraits much like those I  make by hand.  For Singh, the complexity of such an 
algorithm was so much that he was having difficulty finding a computer powerful enough to process the calculations.  
When he saw my work, he contacted me to exchange notes about the "code" and the "hardware" we were using.  
When I told him my "hardware" was a Sharpie marker and the "code" was hard-wired into my brain, Singh was in total 
disbelief that a human could create such an image without the aid of a computer.  We found an immediate synergy in 
our interest in the intersection of art and technology.  Since, I have had the incredible opportunity to participate in 
ongoing research with the University.  Here are descriptions of our other collaborations:  

• The 12 x 6 foot digital input touch display is one of the two largest in the world.  As a road-test 
   of its impressive resolution (15,360 x 4,800 pixels!), I was invited to execute a hand-drawn digital labyrinth 
   using this incredible design tool.  (shown previous page)

• Dynamic Draughting Board is used to quickly capture and analyze dynamic data of an artist sketching in real-
   time.  I was invited to work with this tool as the team's programmers analyzed my labyrinth drawing process to 
   refine their own software algorithms.  (shown inset previous page)

• Our motion-capture project began with capturing a person's hands as she signed in American Sign Language.  
   The data from the motion capture was massaged to create these ghostly beautiful images of specific words.  
   The one shown on the previous page is the sign for "fresh."  We are furthering this research with capturing and 
   graphing the motion of a both Tai Qi and Qi Gong master, a ballerina, and a eventually an ice-skater.

• The "Shadow Morph" sculpture project is a 20 x 20 x 20 foot static sculpture made from a stacked array of 
   complex shapes.  With the rising sun, the sculpture casts a shadow in the form of a recognizable portrait.  As 
   the sun arcs across the sky, the shadow morphs through a series of two more different, yet distinct, portraits.  
   We are close to perfecting the design for a FIVE portrait version.

• The "Hendrix Experience" Visual - Audio remix application is a computer-based music program that treats a 
   labyrinth line as a piece of audio tape.  As the user "scrubs" a playhead along the labyrinth image, an audio 
   track imbedded in the line sounds.  The user can watch the playhead track the image with the music, set 
   multiple, simultaneous in and out looping points, change the playback speed of individual sections and other 
   fun features.  The aim of this project is to create an interactive, visual "remix" tool for music.
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"Unite," from the ASL motion-capture project.  The Hendrix experience "Visual-Audio" remix application.
Beginning and end stages of the "Shadow Morph" project.
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About Mø...

J. Eric "Mo" Morales is a transmedia  designer 
and communicator based in Portland, Oregon.  
Operating under the commercial entity known 
as VirtualMo, he has provided creative services 
to the world's most influential brands including 
Nike, Apple, Kodak, Intel, CBS Radio, InFocus, 
Wieden + Kennedy, and others.

With undergraduate degrees in engineering 
and art, Mo is currently pursuing an advanced 
degree in design to enable him to take his 
unique approach to creative problem-solving 
into the university classroom.

CONTACT: 
Mo Morales
CEO / Founder VirtualMo, LLC
mo@virtualmo.com



 MoBook  II :  commercial works from 2006 - 2008

dedicated to Master Donald E. Smith, MFA, PhD
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